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Executive Summary
For our senior design project, we worked with Wightman to design a subdivision on an
empty plot of land in Antwerp Township near Paw Paw High School. The main components of
our design are transportation, water resources (for the sewer and stormwater system), and
construction. Our focus is to give the owner alternatives for the design of the subdivision with
respect to the road layout and public versus private water and sewer systems. Primarily, we used
AutoCAD to design and display the deliverables. Other resources utilized throughout the project
include the Antwerp Township zoning ordinances and land division regulations, MDOT road
design manuals, and the 10 state standards for stormwater and sewer. Through our design, we
determined that the most cost effective design for the developer is the public utility design due to
the higher number of parcels, lower cost per parcel to develop, and higher potential for future
expansion.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Description of Project and Background
A developer has asked Wightman to develop a site design to create a subdivision on a 40acre parcel of land in Antwerp Township, MI. The goal was to create an effective, sustainable,
and aesthetically pleasing design that maximizes profit to the developer. The land is currently
undeveloped agricultural space, meaning there will be no existing infrastructure to avoid or
remove. The parcel is also neighboring a larger parcel to the east which will be developed in the
future, so this subdivision will need to be developed with this expansion in mind. Figure 1.1.1
highlights in purple the 40-acre parcel to be designed and 137-acre parcel highlighted in blue
represents the land for future expansion. Therefore, the success of this project is important to
warrant investing in the expansion of the subdivision. If families move into the area after the
completion of the initial project and are happy with the subdivision, more residents will be drawn
to the area, meaning that there will be demand for more new housing in the future.

Figure 2.1.1 Parcel Map
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The subdivision will be a community for families since the parcel is across the street
from Paw Paw High School, easily within walking distance. Figure 1.1.1 also depicts Paw Paw
High School to the south of the parcel. Allowing students to get to school on foot or bicycle
safely is important for students without cars, those without a driver's license, and for parents who
are unable to provide transportation for their children before and after school. Walking to school
is also a great opportunity for students to get exercise during the day, improving their overall
health. Due to this, it will need to be a safe, walkable community. The project also minimizes the
impact on the surrounding environment by controlling runoff and maintaining green spaces.
This project is important for the development of the community, providing housing for
families near the school. Available and affordable housing is important for the economy,
allowing people and families to move to the area, fill job openings, and create growth through
their purchases and spending locally. Developing this site economically is important in keeping
housing costs low to encourage incoming residents to choose this location. The development
should also be done sustainably so that the community will be a safe and comfortable living
space for families to settle in for generations without experiencing extreme maintenance needs
from excessive deterioration.

1.2 Scope of Work
The scope of this project includes transportation, water resources, and a construction
estimate. Other aspects such as environmental sustainability will be discussed. The goal is to
provide the best design that is aesthetically pleasing while maximizing the profits to the
developer. To cover the transportation aspect, a roadway and pavement design have been
8

created. Private and public wastewater systems have been compared under water resources. Also,
a retention pond design and storm pipe sizing have been created. The construction aspect
includes cost, scheduling, and planning of the project. The cost estimates helped in establishing
the final design recommendation. Scheduling and planning were established before we began
this project to help us stay on track during the project development. This site design does not
include any design of houses, that will be the responsibility of the developer once the roadway
and utilities have been constructed.

1.3 Deliverables
The deliverables for this project include a zoning constraints summary, preliminary
drawings of site layouts, roadway cross section details, sanitary sewer design calculations, water
main schematic design/layout, stormwater design calculations, and cost estimating. AutoCAD
was utilized to design and display all deliverable requirements listed above. A cost estimate was
completed to display the financial breakdown of the deliverables. Following the completion of
the deliverables, this final report was created with all relevant documents. A design poster with a
project summary, important drawings, cost estimates, and comparisons was also created. At the
completion of the project, a team presentation was given to summarize our findings and provide
a recommendation to stakeholders and sponsors.

1.4 Project Constraints
There are minimal restraints on this project due to the lack of existing structures or
utilities on or near the project site. One restraint, however, will be to minimize the impact to
traffic on the bordering roads, especially Red Arrow Highway, due to its importance as a major
arterial road for the area. The lot sizing, utility spacing, and other requirements set by Van Buren
9

County and Antwerp Township set other restraints for our design, limiting our design choices for
all steps of this project. Furthermore, we are required to keep access to not only the roads to the
north and south of the neighborhood, but also the future road to the east. The Paw Paw utility
location at the eastern village limit poses a constraint on our public utility design, requiring
utility lines to be extended an extra mile to the site. Finally, a major constraint for the storm
design is that all storm water must be kept on site, rather than draining to a remote facility. This
constraint required us to design a full retention pond for water evaporation and infiltration while
fully kept within the parcel.
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2. Engineering Analysis
2.1 Private vs. Public Water and Sewer
After speaking with our sponsor, we limited our alternatives to two designs, public water
and sewer or private water and sewer through septic tanks and wells. We compared private water
and sewer per parcel to public water and sewer for all parcels within the site boundaries. Each
design includes zoning ordinance research, roadway and parcel layouts, sewer and water (for one
alternative), stormwater design, and cost estimates for both designs. These alternatives were
analyzed to select the design which maximizes profits for the developer based on the differences
in minimum parcel size and dimensions and the differences in utility system design.
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3. Site Plan
3.1 Zoning and Land Division Research
When researching the regulations for Antwerp Township subdivision developments, we
discovered a list of guidelines to follow for the layout designs. The plot is currently zoned as
AG, Agricultural and Open Space Residential, but will be rezoned to R-2, Single-Family
Residential, to be developed for this project. As shown in Table 3.1.1, this gives us specific lot
area and width requirements, which differ from private sewer and water systems as shown in
Table 3.1.2. To summarize the tables, for the public utility site layout, the minimum required lot
area is 8,750 ft2 with 70 ft minimum lot width, and for the private utility site layout, the
minimum required lot area is 30,000 ft2 with 100 ft minimum lot width. These width
requirements apply to any side of a lot facing a street, so corner lots must meet the minimum on
both sides (5.7.C). Furthermore, the land division ordinance requires lot depth to width ratios to
be below four to one (3.2.E.1). Considerations for the roadway placement include a minimum
block length of 500 ft (5.6.B) and a maximum block length of 1,320 ft (5.6.C), with intersections
at no less than 80° (5.2.A) and cul-de-sac streets no more than 600 ft long (5.1.B.9). The right of
way was designed as the typical 66 ft, 75 ft at the cul-de-sacs (5.1.C.4). A final thing to consider
is that the placement of roads should give access to the major roadways to the north and south
(5.1.B.5), discourage through traffic (5.1.B.2), and be designed to make possible roadway
connections to future developments to the east (5.1.B.3).
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Table 3.1.1 Minimum Lot Areas and Widths for Public Utilities

Table 3.1.2 Minimum Lot Areas and Widths for Private Utilities
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3.2 Site Layout 1: Public Water and Sewer
In order to meet minimum lot width requirements and fit
the lots to the parcel, this layout was designed with lots
greater than the minimum lot area, with the base
dimensions of the lots at 75 ft by 145 ft, 10,875 ft2 in
total. This layout includes 116 lots with a 170 ft by 90 ft
retention pond in the northwest corner. The road layout
was designed to allow access to both Red Arrow Hwy
and 52nd Ave, while discouraging through traffic by
requiring vehicles to stop and turn twice to get between
the major roads. In addition, two cul-de-sacs, one in the
northwest corner and one in the southeast corner, have
been included in the design to provide for easy firetruck
and school bus access. This design has a block length of
1,041 ft in the center block, 573 ft of road to the
northwest cul-de-sac, and 588 ft to the southeast cul-desac, all within the township requirements. The smallest
lot is 8,912 ft2 and the largest is 18,404 ft2 with an
average lot size of 11,121 ft2.

Figure 3.2.1 Public Utility Parcel Layout
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3.3 Site Layout 2: Private Water and Sewer
For private utility systems, the lots are much larger
due to the extra space needed for the septic tanks and
wells, typically 145 ft by 207 ft, and 30,015 ft2. This
layout includes 43 lots with a 131 ft by 131 ft retention
pond in the northwest corner. Like site layout 1, the road
layout is designed to give access to both major streets
while discouraging through traffic. This design also
contains two cul-de-sacs, one in the northwest corner and
one in the southeast corner, to provide easy access for
firetrucks and school buses This design has a block length
of 894 ft in the center block, 465 ft of road to the
northwest cul-de-sac, and 501 ft to the southeast cul-desac, all within the township requirements. The smallest lot
is 30,013 ft2 and the largest is 38,383 ft2 with an average
lot size of 30,654 ft2.

Figure 3.2.2 Private Utility Parcel Layout
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4. Transportation Design
4.1 Pavement Design
To prove that the pavement design is adequate, the following calculations were
performed to find the design and required structural numbers. If the design structural number is
greater than or equal to the required structural number, then the pavement design is adequate.
First, the average daily traffic is solved using the assumption that our design hourly volume,
peak hour traffic is one car per household and 15% of ADT.

𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =

43
= 286.67
0.15

𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =

116
= 773.33
0.15

We have assumed 0% for the truck factor and that there is no growth rate because the
neighborhood is already filled. Since there are two lanes, one in each direction, the lane
distribution factor is 0.5. The equivalent single axial load (ESAL) is determined using the
variables provided in Table 4.1.1 and the following equation:
𝐸𝑆𝐴𝐿 = 𝐴𝐷𝑇0 × 𝑇 × 𝑇𝑓 × 𝐺 × 𝐷 × 𝐿 × 365 × 𝑌
Table 4.1.1 ESAL Equation Variables
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𝐸𝑆𝐴𝐿(𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒) = 286.67 × 0.5 × 365 × 20 = 1,046,333.3
𝐸𝑆𝐴𝐿(𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐) = 773.33 × 0.5 × 365 × 20 = 2,822,666.7
Next, the design and required structural numbers (SN) are calculated. The required structural
number is calculated using the following equation and variable listed in Table 4.1.2. Appendix #
shows the tables in which the variables listed in Table 4.1.2 have been pulled from.
𝑆𝑁 = 𝑎1 𝐷1 × 𝑎2 𝐷2 𝑚2 × 𝑎3 𝐷3 𝑚3 × 𝑎4 𝐷4 𝑚4
Table 4.1.2 Design Structural Number

Solving for SN:
𝑆𝑁 = (0.42 × 2) × (0.36 × 2.5 × 1) × (0.18 × 61 × 1) × (0.1 × 12 × 1)
𝑆𝑁 = 4.02
We have designed the pavement for the public utilities site as it yields a higher ESAL. The
design SN was solved using Solver in Microsoft Excel and the following equation:
∆𝑃𝑆𝐼
]
4.2
− 1.5
log10 (𝑊18 ) = 𝑍𝑅 𝑆0 + 9.36 log10 (𝑆𝑁 + 1) − 0.2 +
1094
0.4 +
(𝑆𝑁 + 1)5.19
log10 [

+ 2.32 log10 (𝑀𝑅 ) − 8.07
In Solver, the set objective is set to:
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log10 (2822666.67) = 6.45
Next the changing variable cell was set, Solver calculated a SN of 3.77. Figure 4.1.1 shows the
Solver parameters and Table 4.1.3 shows the variables needed.

Figure 4.1.1 Excel Solver for Required Structural Number
Table 4.1.3 Required Structural Number Variables
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Now, comparing the design and required structural numbers:
𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑆𝑛 ≥ 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑁
4.02 ≥ 3.77
Therefore, the pavement design with 4.5in HMA is adequate. Figure 4.1.2 shows the designed
pavement cross section.

Figure 4.1.2 Pavement Design Cross Section
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4.2 Roadway Design
To design the roadway for both site layouts, the Antwerp Township Zoning Ordinance,
MDOT documents, Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices, and the Geotechnical Design of
Highways and Streets textbook (Green Book) were used to determine minimum the roadway
design requirements. The layouts involving two cul-de-sacs and two crossroads each as shown
in figures 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 were designed to be aesthetically pleasing while abiding by specific
roadway design requirements. According to the Antwerp Township Zoning Ordinance, section
3.17.M requires that the right-of-way shall have a minimum width of 66 ft. Thus, the width rightof-way for both site layouts is 66 ft. This section of the zoning ordinance also requires that a
private road not exceed 2500 ft in length. This is another reason for adding the two crossroads to
the design. Within the right-of-way are 5ft sidewalks, 2ft curbs and 12ft lanes. Figure 4.2.1
depicts a cross section used for both the private and public layout. There is a 4 in sidewalk with a
grade of 1%. The 12 ft wide lanes have a grade of 2%. The curbs have been designed as rolled to
reduce the amount needed to be demolished when installing driveways. Figure 4.2.4 shows
details of our cul-de-sac design, including the 50 ft road radius and 75 ft right of way radius.
Figure 4.2.5 shows details of our intersection design, such as the sidewalk and crosswalk layout
and the turn radii.

Figure 4.2.1 Roadway Cross Section
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Figure 4.2.2 Public Utility Roadway Dimensions

Figure 4.2.3 Private Utility Roadway Dimensions
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Figure 4.2.4 Cul-De-Sac Details

Figure 4.2.5 Intersection Details

4.3 Pavement Markings
At each intersection of the residential crossroads, Red Arrow Hwy, and 52rd Ave, 24inch-wide stop bars have been placed 4ft away from the crosswalk. The 5ft wide crosswalks are
designated by two parallel, 6-inch-thick white lines. These minimum dimensions were pulled
from the MDOT PAVE-945-D which can be found in Appendix C. Since the posted speed limit
is only 25 mph, it is not necessary to provide solid white lines or double yellow lines separating
the lanes.
To make the sidewalks safe for everyone walking in and crossing the streets ADA
detectable warning surfaces have been placed before each crosswalk. There are 28 detectable
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warning surfaces, 24 inches wide, on each layout. The guidelines followed for placement and
sizing of these warning surfaces can be found in Appendix D.
Stop bar is a pavement marking type non-reflective paint 24 inches.

4.4 Signage
Signs are important in controlling the traffic flow for both drivers and pedestrians. Stop
signs have been placed and each intersection on both the private and public layouts. Therefore,
creating four, 3-way stops on each design. Stop signs have also been placed at each exit from the
development onto Red Arrow Highway and 52nd Ave. In total, there are 14 stop signs on each
layout. According to MDOT Traffic Sign Design, Placement, and Application Guidelines, Table
4.4.1, provided in Appendix C, states the standard sign sizes for a single lane, non-freeway.
Dimensions for a stop sign are 30 inch by 30 inch and for a speed limit sign are 24 inch by 30
inch. The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) specifies the standard height
for all residential road signs to be 7 ft. MDOT Sign-140-A specifies that D3-1 signs will be
placed 6 inches above the stop signs. This standard will be applied when it comes to the street
name signs that will be placed above the stop signs. MDOT Sign-120-E shows the requirements
for the spacing of speed limit signs between the sidewalk and curb. The speed limit signs have
been placed 3 ft away from the curb and 4 ft away from the sidewalk therefore meeting the
minimum MDOT requirements. These dimensions can be found in Figure 4.1.1 in Appendix C.
MUTCD also specifies the placement of stop signs. According to MUTCD, the intersections in
our design are considered wide throat intersections. The placement for the stop signs follows
Figure 4.4.2.
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Figure 4.4.2 Road Turn Radius

On page 47 of MDOT Traffic Sign Design, Placement, and Application Guidelines, it is
stated that a speed limit sign should be used on all single lane roadways. This document is also
provided in Appendix C. Therefore, a speed limit sign has been placed at both entrances to each
development providing a total of two speed limit signs per alternative. The posted speed limit for
each development is 25 mph. In Michigan, the assumed speed limit is typically 25 mph in a
neighborhood when speed limit signs are not provided. Considering the roadway characteristics
and amount of pedestrian activity, a 25 mph speed limit is adequate.
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5. Utility Design for Parcels
5.1 Private Sewer and Water System
For the private layout, the lots were designed to be larger to account for a private well
and sanitary system to be installed on each lot. We got in contact with a local company out of
Three Rivers who informed us that an 80ft well would be sufficient for the area and they
provided us with a quote to install.
The private sanitary system was designed in order to get an accurate estimate for each lot.
The system was made to hold up to a 5-bedroom house on the parcel. The system included all
necessary items in order to be functional including the septic tank, distribution box, and all the
pieces required for the drainage field. See section 7.4 for a further breakdown of the private
sanitary system.

5.2 Public Sewer and Water System
In order to connect the houses in this neighborhood to public water and sanitary systems,
the Village of Paw Paw systems must be extended from the eastern village limits to our site. This
includes approximately one-mile extension for each. Once this has been completed, the systems
will flow through the neighborhood as shown in figure # in appendix A. This includes water on
the west side of the road in blue and sanitary on the east side in pink. The larger blue circles are
fire hydrants, with no house more than 500 ft away from a hydrant, while the smaller blue circles
are gate valves for water shut off in case of breaks or maintenance. We also designed the water
main to create a loop in order to hold better water pressure with minimal stubs, which is placed
along a 12-foot easement to the north. The pink circles along the sanitary line are the placement
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of sanitary manholes for access and maintenance, placed a maximum of 400 feet apart, and along
lot lines whenever possible. Both of these systems are also placed to allow for eastern expansion
in the future, as the water main is run across the road and capped on the east side and a sanitary
manhole is placed to be easily tapped into, as shown in the figure 5.1.1. Basic calculations were
performed for pipe sizing, along with some assumptions due to the lack of water system data
from Paw Paw, to determine that we will design for 12-inch ductile iron water main and 10-inch
PVC sanitary main. This is based off average household use for sanitary and required fire flow
for water. Further details can be found in appendix G.

Figure 5.1.1 Utility Expansion Details
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6. Storm Water
Antwerp Township is located within the Paw Paw River watershed as seen in Figure
6.1.1. Due to the site constraints, we are limited to constructing a retention pond to manage
rainfall runoff. The storm water calculations found in Appendix F use the SCS Curve Number
Method that was selected from the Van Buren County Drain Commissioner Site Development
Rules. From the use of the SCS Method, storm hydrographs were produced by solving for the
peak discharge rates (cfs) and the time-to-peak (hr) of a 24-hr, 100-yr rainfall event. Once these
values were obtained, they were plugged into a storm hydrograph. The area highlighted in green,
as shown in Figures 6.1.2 & 6.1.3, is the maximum amount of runoff that needs to be retained by
the retention pond. The maximum retention pond volume varies between the public layout and
private layout due to the change in impervious area across the 40-acre parcel. As noted
previously, the private layout is designed for 43 houses while the public is designed for 116
houses.

Figure 6.1.1 – Subwatersheds of the Paw Paw River
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6.1 Retention Pond Design
Following the Van Buren County Drain Commissioner Site Development Rules (in
Appendix E), the retention ponds were constrained to a max depth of 6 feet. Along with a 4:1
(H:V) ratio to allow for mowing up to the water’s edge. It must be noted that well boring logs
from around the 40-acre parcel were used in determining a soil grade of B. With the use of the
storm hydrographs, a volume of 69,836 𝑓𝑡 3 was calculated for the private layout, and 80,336 𝑓𝑡 3
was calculated for the public layout. A truncated square pyramid was selected as the pond shape
for the private layout. A truncated rectangular pyramid was selected as the pond shape for the
public layout. The use of a truncated rectangular pyramid was needed to optimize the number of
parcels and the roadway design in the public layout. These shapes ensure that the constraints
above can be attained mathematically. Appendix F provides the calculations for both the private
and public pond designs.
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Figure 6.1.2 – Storm Hydrograph

Figure 6.1.3 – Storm Hydrograph
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6.2 Catch Basins
In total, there are 33 catch basins on both the private and public water and sewer layouts.
The basins are located a maximum of 800 ft apart, a maximum continuous flow of 400 ft from a
high point in the middle as required by the Van Buren County Engineering Standards. These are
placed along the west side of the road along the main storm line, as well as with smaller
structures on the east side of the road, connected by shallow structures and 24 ft pipes to the west
structures. Catch basin spacing was also affected by the requirement of 300 ft maximum spacing
between storm structures along the main line, some of which are manholes and some are catch
basins.

6.3 Storm Pipe
From the storm water calculations in Appendix F, a peak runoff rate of 27.97 cfs for the
private layout and 36.02 cfs for the public layout were obtained. These two values are essential
in calculating the required storm inlet pipe into the retention pond. Due to current availability in
the market, the use of rubber joint concrete piping was selected for ease of procurement.
Manning’s equation was used in Appendix F to obtain the inlet pipe sizing. The inlet pipe for the
private layout was calculated at 21 inches in diameter. The inlet pipe for the public layout was
calculated at 24 inches in diameter. Placement of the pipe throughout the neighborhood can be
seen in the final drawings in Appendix A.
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7. Cost Estimation
7.1 Earthwork Estimation
Table 7.1.1: Public Earthwork Estimation Summary

Line Number
015433204260
022113130800
311313100400

Public Earthwork Summary
Description
Quantity Unit
Unit Price Price w/ O&P
Rent Bulldozer, 200 HP (for Excavation)
1.3 Days
$ 1,957.27 $
2,544.45
Survey and Mark Property Lines
6334 L.F.
$
1.37 $
8,677.58
Brush Clearing (Medium), 200 HP Bulldozer w/ Ball and Chain
40 Acres $ 1,385.66 $
55,426.40
Total
$
66,648.43

Table 7.1.2: Private Earthwork Estimation Summary

Line Number
015433204260
022113130800
311313100400

Private Earthwork Summary
Description
Quantity Unit
Unit Price Price w/ O&P
Rent Bulldozer, 200 HP (for Excavation)
1 Days
$ 1,957.27 $
1,957.27
Survey and Mark Property Lines
6334 L.F.
$
1.37 $
8,677.58
Brush Clearing (Medium), 200 HP Bulldozer w/ Ball and Chain
40 Acres $ 1,385.66 $
55,426.40
Total
$
66,061.25

Summaries of the earthwork estimations for both the public and private layouts are
shown in Table 7.1.1 and Table 7.1.2 above respectively. The earthwork costs discussed in this
section are applicable for both the public and private lots. The overall price includes clearing
brush, surveying and marking the perimeter of the property, and excavating the retention pond.
All costs will be the same for both lots except for the excavation of the retention pond, as the
sizing of the pond differs. To simplify this section, we assumed all permits have been paid for
and approved already. Full reports for this section generated from RSMeans can be found in
Table H.1 and Table H.2 in the appendix.
Due to the enormous cost to remove and replace the topsoil with material such as loam,
we decided to avoid that cost. Using the boring log from the well data from Figure H.1 in the
appendix, we determined that the sand/gravel that is currently on site is sufficient to build on if
compacted. When compacted, sand/gravel holds together well and makes for a good soil to
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support a foundation because of its non-water retaining properties, according to the foundation
experts at Ramjack referenced below. In order to use this log, we assumed that the soil
conditions on site have not changed significantly since the data was taken in 2005.
The only equipment that will be brought to site to complete this work is a 200 HP
bulldozer. This will be used for both the site clearing and retention pond excavation. An
equipment operator and a laborer will be required to run the bulldozer. The surveying crew will
be using an electronic level and consist of a chief of party, an instrument man, and one
rodman/chainman. All labor costs are included in the estimation.
Due to the lack of appropriate line items available in RSmeans, the cost for the retention
pond excavation had to be calculated by hand using data from similar specs found in the
appendix. See the supporting calculations below for our quantity inputs into those line items.
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Retention Pond Estimation (Using the CAT D6 XE Track-Type Tractor)
Private Site Layout- Pond Volume = 2,587 yd3
Public Site Layout- Pond Volume = 2,975 yd3
Private Site Layout- Surface Area Covered = 131’x131’ = 17,161 ft2
Public Site Layout- Surface Area Covered = 170’ x 90’ = 15,300 ft2
Blade Capacity = 7.5yd3
Blade Width = 10.5ft
Travel Speed = 4mph
Turnaround time in between passes (assumed) = 60secs
Private

𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 =

131𝑓𝑡
= 12.48 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 → 13 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
10.5𝑓𝑡

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
131𝑓𝑡
=
= .025𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠 5280𝑓𝑡
. 025𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠
3600𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑠 21.82𝑠𝑒𝑐
= .006ℎ𝑟𝑠 ∗
=
4𝑚𝑝ℎ
𝐻𝑅
𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
21.82𝑠𝑒𝑐 + 60 sec (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) ~ 82

𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑠 7.5

𝑦𝑑 3
𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
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2587𝑦𝑑3
𝑠𝑒𝑐
=
345
𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
∗
82
= 28,285 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑠 = 7.86 𝐻𝑅𝑆 ~ 8𝐻𝑅𝑆 = 𝟏 𝒅𝒂𝒚
𝑦𝑑3
𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
7.5 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
Private

𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 =

90𝑓𝑡
= 8.57 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 → 9 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
10.5𝑓𝑡

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
170𝑓𝑡
=
= .032𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠 5280𝑓𝑡
. 032𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠
3600𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑠 28.98𝑠𝑒𝑐
= .008ℎ𝑟𝑠 ∗
=
4𝑚𝑝ℎ
𝐻𝑅
𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
28.98𝑠𝑒𝑐 + 60 sec (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) ~ 89

𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑠 7.5

𝑦𝑑 3
𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠

2975𝑦𝑑3
𝑠𝑒𝑐
=
397
𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
∗
89
= 35,303 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑠 = 9.81 𝐻𝑅𝑆 ~𝟏. 𝟑 𝒅𝒂𝒚𝒔
𝑦𝑑3
𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
7.5 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
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7.2 Transportation Estimation
Table 7.2.1: Public Transportation Estimation Summary

Line Number
015433203400
022113130800
312216100100
320610100310
321216140025
321216140030
321613130404
8037010
8120216

Public Transportation Summary
Description
Quantity
Rent Vibratory Roller, 125 HP
2
Survey and Stake Perimeter of Pavement
10666
Fine Grading Base Level
45050
Cast in Place Sidewalks
53394
Asphalt Paving, 4" HMA
65833
Asphalt Paving, 5" HMA
65833
Cast in Place Curbs and Gutters
10666
Streetscape Detectable Warning Surface
240
Pavement Marking, Stop Bar
168

Unit
Day
L.F.
S.Y.
S.F.
S.F.
S.F.
L.F.
S.F.
L.F.

Unit Price Price w/ O&P
$ 697.40 $
1,394.80
$
1.37 $
14,612.42
$
0.73 $
32,886.50
$
4.36 $
232,797.84
$
2.96 $
194,865.68
$
3.38 $
222,515.54
$ 12.66 $
135,031.56
$ 31.50 $
7,560.00
$
6.50 $
1,092.00
Total
$
842,756.34

Table 7.2.2: Private Transportation Estimation Summary

Line Number
015433203400
022113130800
312216100100
320610100310
321216140025
321216140030
321613130404
8037010
8120216

Private Transportation Summary
Description
Quantity
Rent Vibratory Roller, 125 HP
2
Survey and Stake Perimeter of Pavement
10250
Fine Grading Base Level
42331
Cast in Place Sidewalks
51141
Asphalt Paving, 4" HMA
67368
Asphalt Paving, 5" HMA
67368
Cast in Place Curbs and Gutters
10250
Streetscape Detectable Warning Surface
240
Pavement Marking, Stop Bar
168

Unit
Day
L.F.
S.Y.
S.F.
S.F.
S.F.
L.F.
S.F.
L.F.

Unit Price Price w/ O&P
$ 697.40 $
1,394.80
$
1.37 $
14,042.50
$
0.73 $
30,901.63
$
4.36 $
222,974.76
$
2.96 $
199,409.28
$
3.38 $
227,703.84
$ 12.66 $
129,765.00
$ 31.50 $
7,560.00
$
6.50 $
1,092.00
Total
$
834,843.81

Summaries of the transportation estimates for both the public and private layouts are
shown in Table 7.2.1 and Table 7.2.2 above respectively. The cost codes used for the estimation
are the same for both layouts but with different quantities depending on the item. Twelve-digit
line numbers reflect cost codes from RSMeans and eight-digit numbers are from MDOT’s cost
estimation sheets referenced below. Full reports for this section generated from RSMeans can be
found in Table H.3 and Table H.4 in the appendix.
Numbers taken from our design on AutoCAD that will be used in some of our
estimations in this section and that have been used as inputs into RSMeans are listed below:
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•

Public
o Perimeter of the Asphalt = 10,666 ft
o Area of the Asphalt = 131,666 ft2 = 14,630 yd2
o Area of Right of Way = 405,453 ft2 = 45,050 yd2
o Area of Sidewalks = 53,394 ft2

•

Private
o Perimeter of the Asphalt = 10,250 ft
o Area of the Asphalt = 134,736 ft2 = 14,971 yd2
o Area of Right of Way = 380,979 ft2 = 42,331 yd2
o Area of Sidewalks = 51,141 ft2
Once again, RSMeans did not have an appropriate cost code to estimate the compaction

of the base ground or the asphalt. In order to input the estimated cost to compact into RSMeans,
we determined the estimated amount of days it would take to complete the work for both the soil
and asphalt compaction using specs for similar machines found in Figure H.2 and Figure H.3 in
the appendix respectively. Consulting with our project sponsor, we determined that the soil
would only need to be compacted under the area of the pavement. The calculation for the soil
compaction is shown below (note that five passes was determined by the experts from GX
Contractors referenced below and shown in Figure H.4 of the appendix).
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Soil Compacting Cost (Using the Dynapac CA250D)

𝐺𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛: 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 10

𝐾𝑀
𝑓𝑡
~ 6𝑚𝑝ℎ = 31,680
,
𝐻𝑟
𝐻𝑅

𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 24𝑓𝑡,

𝐹𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑,

𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 5291𝑓𝑡,

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 =

𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 2,130𝑚𝑚~ 7𝑓𝑡,

𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒 60 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
24𝑓𝑡
= 3.43 → 4 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑
7𝑓𝑡

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 = 5291 𝑓𝑡 ∗ 4 𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠 ∗ 5 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 = 105,820 𝑓𝑡

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑 =

𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 60

105,820𝑓𝑡
= 3.34 𝐻𝑅𝑆
𝑓𝑡
31,680 𝐻𝑅

𝑆𝑒𝑐
𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑠
∗ 20
∗ 4 𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 4800 sec = 1.33𝐻𝑅𝑆
𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛
𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 3.34 𝐻𝑅𝑆 + 1.33 𝐻𝑅𝑆 = 4.67 𝐻𝑅𝑆 → 𝟏 𝑫𝒂𝒚
The time for the soil compaction was rounded up to the nearest day to stay on the
conservative side and to account for any errors that may have occurred in our estimation.
The estimated time to compact the asphalt is shown below.
Compacting Cost (Using the BOMAG BW190AD-4 HF)
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 14630 𝑦𝑑 2

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 2,965

𝑦𝑑 2
𝐻𝑅

14630 𝑦𝑑2
= 5.43 𝐻𝑅𝑆 ~ 𝟏 𝑫𝒂𝒚
𝑦𝑑 2
2,695 𝐻𝑅
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Once again, the time to compact the asphalt was rounded up to the nearest day for the
same reasons as the soil compaction. Both the compactor for the soil and asphalt have the same
amount of HP, and RSMeans did not have codes that differentiated a soil versus asphalt
compactor, so we used the same line number for both items, totaling to a 2-day rental.
Reviewing the other costs included in Table 7.2.1 and Table 7.2.1, the costs to survey and
stake as well as place the curb and gutters used the linear feet of the perimeter of the pavement.
The fine grading cost covers the entire right away. The total surface area of the sidewalks on
each lot are shown above, and the numbers shown in the tables are factoring in a thickness of 4
inches. The detectable warning surfaces were quoted from MDOT. Each one is 2ft x 5ft and
there are 24 of them needed per lot equating to the 240 S.F. total shown above. The only
pavement markings that were required are 2ft x 12ft stop bars. Using a cost code from MDOT,
we determined that 168ft of 2ft stop bars are required for the fourteen stop signs per lot.
The last cost to discuss is the duplicate cost shown in the tables for asphalt paving.
Referring to the transportation design in section 4, our team designed an HMA thickness of 4.5
inches. In order to utilize the line items provided by RSMeans, we put both the cost codes for 4and 5-inch HMA in our estimation, then put half the area of the pavement in the quantity column
to closely estimate the cost for 4.5 inches of HMA.
The equipment that will be brought to site includes two 125HP vibratory rollers (one for
soil compaction and one for asphalt), a 30,000lb grader, and a 130HP asphalt paver, as well as
the same survey crew described in section 7.1. The cost of labor for the appropriate size of a
crew for each line item and piece of equipment is factored into the costs already.
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7.3 Public Stormwater & Utilities Estimation
Table 7.3.1: Public Stormwater & Utilities Estimation Summary

Public Stormwater & Utilities
Line Number
00000001
00000002
00000009
00000014
312316136080
312323131300
331413158040
331413158240
8230166

Public Water
Description
Fire Hydrant
12" Ductile Iron End Cap
1" Copper Water House Connections
Valve Assembly: 4" to 12" Gate Valve
Excavating Trench
Backfill w/ Dozer
Water Piping Fitting, 90 degree, Ductile Iron, 12" Diameter
Water Piping Fitting, Tee, Ductile Iron, 12" Diameter
Water Supply, Ductile Iron, 12" diameter

Quantity
6
3
8468
17
4668
5688
2
3
5111

Unit
Ea
Ea
L.F.
Ea
B.C.Y.
L.C.Y.
Ea
Ea
L.F.

Unit Price Price w/ O&P
$ 6,000.00 $
36,000.00
$ 121.66 $
364.98
$ 42.77 $
362,176.36
$ 1,479.00 $
25,143.00
$
5.02 $
23,433.36
$
1.50 $
8,532.00
$ 790.38 $
1,580.76
$ 1,299.64 $
3,898.92
$ 98.88 $
505,375.68
Total
$
966,505.06

Line Number
00000003
00000010
312316136352
312323131300
4027001

Public Sanitary
Description
Sanitary Sewer Manholes, 48" Diameter, 8' Deep
6" PVC Sewer House Connections
Excavating Trench w/ Trench Box
Backfill w/ Dozer
Public Sanitary, PVC Piping, 10" Diameter

Quantity
13
8468
8612
100666
4844

Unit
Ea
L.F.
B.C.Y.
L.C.Y.
L.F.

Unit Price Price w/ O&P
$ 6,060.00 $
78,780.00
$ 57.03 $
482,930.04
$
8.16 $
70,273.92
$
0.16 $
15,999.00
$ 78.69 $
381,174.36
Total
$ 1,029,157.32

Line Number
00000008
312316136352
312323131300
330561101110
334211603960

Public Storm System
Description
Catch Basin, Drop Inlet 48", Precast, 12-24" Pipes
Excavating Trench w/ Trench Box
Backfill w/ Dozer
Storm Manholes, 48" ID, 4' Deep
Public Storm Piping, RCP, O-Ring, 24" Diameter

Quantity
33
9995
11839
13
5622

Unit
Ea
B.C.Y.
L.C.Y.
Ea
L.F.

Unit Price Price w/ O&P
$ 8,745.00 $
288,585.00
$
8.16 $
81,559.20
$
1.50 $
17,758.50
$ 1,289.90 $
16,768.70
$ 78.08 $
438,965.76
Total
$
843,637.16

Line Number
00000001
00000003
00000014
312316131352
312316136080
312323131300
4027001
8230166

Connection to Paw Paw's Water and Sanitary
Description
Quantity
Fire Hydrant
8
Sanitary Sewer Manholes, 48" Diameter, 8' Deep
12
Valve Assembly: 4" to 12" Gate Valve
11
Excavating Trench w/ Trench Box
8444
Excavating Trench
4731
Backfill w/ Bulldozer
16224
Public Sanitary, PVC Piping, 10" Diameter
4750
Water Supply, Ductile Iron, 12" diameter
5109

Total Cost for Public Stormwater & Utilities =

Unit
Unit Price Price w/ O&P
Ea
$ 6,000.00 $
48,000.00
Ea
$ 6,060.00 $
72,720.00
Ea
$ 1,479.00 $
16,269.00
B.C.Y $
9.09 $
76,755.96
B.C.Y $
5.02 $
23,749.62
L.C.Y $
1.50 $
24,336.00
L.F.
$ 78.69 $
373,777.50
L.F.
$ 98.88 $
505,177.92
Total
$ 1,140,786.00

$ 3,980,085.54
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A summary of the public stormwater and utilities estimate is shown in Table 7.3.1 above.
This estimate is separated into four different sections; public water, public sanitary, the public
storm system, and connecting the water and sanitary lines to the village of Paw Paw. As
previously stated, those utilities do not currently come to our site, so that connection will be the
biggest cost difference between the public and private layout. Twelve digit line items were taken
from RSMeans, seven digit items were taken from MDOT, and eight digit line items were taken
from other sources that will be referenced in the appendix. Some items required an assumed
inflation percentage of 3% per year. Full RSMeans estimate reports can be found in Tables H.5-8
in the appendix.
For public water, it was determined that a little over 5,000 ft of 12” pipe was needed on
the lot using our design in AutoCAD. Following local ordinance stated in the sections above, we
needed 6 fire hydrants (quoted from Longs Peak Water District cited in Figure H.6 in the
appendix) and 17 gate valves (quoted from Fairfax County’s 2022 Unit Price sheet shown in
Figure H.7 in the appendix). The cost for 1” copper pipe connection was quoted from the City of
Rockville’s standard prices in 2010 and factored for inflation (see Figure H.8 in the appendix).
The average length of the connection required was found to be 73 ft (33ft plus an additional 40ft
for the minimum front yard setback). Lastly, three end caps, and two 90 degree and T-fittings
were needed to complete the design. The water pipe’s excavation and backfill cost was
determined using a 5 ft depth and width for the entire site.
Our AutoCAD design determined that we needed just under 4,900 ft of 10” pipe for
public sanitary, which will be set an average of 8ft deep on site with a 6ft wide trench. Design
codes sited in previous sections determined the need for 13 sanitary manholes, which we
estimated from the City of Rockville’s standard prices in 2010 and factored for inflation as well
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(see Figure H.8 in the appendix). The sanitary house connects were estimated using the same
conclusions as the public water from the same figure.
Public storm pipe was assumed to be set at an 8ft average as well with a 6ft wide trench
for 5,622 ft. Per local ordinance, 13 manholes and 33 catch basins were needed to complete the
system. The catch basins were quoted from Fairfax County and shown in Figure H.9 in the
appendix.
To determine the length of pipe needed to connect public water and sanitary lines to our
site, our sponsor helped us locate the ends of both lines near the Paw Paw village limits. The
ends of both those lines can be found in Figure H.10 and Figure H.11 in the appendix on a
google maps snip. Once those were determined, we calculated the length of pipe needed to be
about 5,100ft and 4,750ft of water and sanitary pipe respectively. See Figure H.12 and Figure
H.13 in the appendix for proof of those calculations. The depths of those pipes were assumed to
be the same as our on-site estimates. The other necessary items installed on the way to our site
were estimated using the same codes and estimation sheets cited in this section above.
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7.4 Private Stormwater & Utilities Estimation
Table 7.4.1: Private Stormwater & Utilities Estimation Summary

Private Stormwater & Utilities
Line Number
00000008
312316136352
312323131300
330561101110
334211603970

Private Storm System
Description
Catch Basin, Drop Inlet 48", Precast, 12-24" Pipes
Excavating Trench w/ Trench Box
Backfill w/ Bulldozer
Storm Manholes, 48" ID, 4' Deep
Public Storm Piping, RCP, O-Ring, 21" Diameter

Quantity
33
9392
11269
10
5283

Unit
Ea
B.C.Y.
L.C.Y.
Ea
L.F.

Unit Price Price w/ O&P
$ 8,745.00 $
288,585.00
$
8.16 $
76,638.72
$
1.50 $
16,903.50
$ 1,289.90 $
12,899.00
$ 68.06 $
359,560.98
Total
$
754,587.20

Line Number
00000007
333413130060
333413130910
333451102200
333451102600
333451130015
334116103000

Private Utilities System
Description
Installation of an 80' Well
1,500 Gallon Septic Tank, Precast Concrete
Septic Tank, Concrete Riser, 24"x8"
Drainage Field & Septic Tank, Excavation
Drainage Fill, Gravel Fill
Drainage Field Distribution Box, 5 Outlets
Perforated Vitrified Clay Piping

Quantity
43
43
43
4042
2623
43
7095

Unit
Ea
Ea
Ea
C.Y.
C.Y.
Ea
L.F.

Unit Price Price w/ O&P
$ 8,000.00 $
344,000.00
$ 1,805.36 $
77,630.48
$ 157.12 $
6,756.16
$ 11.08 $
44,785.36
$ 37.51 $
98,388.73
$ 116.45 $
5,007.35
$
9.51 $
67,473.45
Total
$
644,041.53

Total Cost for Private Stormwater & Utilities =

$ 1,398,628.73

A summary of the private stormwater and utilities estimate is shown in Table 7.4.1
above. This estimate is separated into two different sections being the private stormwater system
and the private utilities. The installation of a private well and sanitary system for each lot will be
the largest difference between the two layouts for this section. Twelve-digit line items were
taken from RSMeans and eight-digit line items were taken from other sources that will be
referenced in the appendix. Some items required an assumed inflation percentage of 3% per year.
Full RSMeans estimate reports can be found in Table H.9 and Table H.10 in the appendix.
From an estimation standpoint, the public and private stormwater system does not differ
at all, other than the use of 21in diameter pipe versus the 24in diameter pipe used in the public
system. 5,283 LF of pipe was needed along with 10 manholes and 33 catch basins.
The cost to install an 80ft deep well on each lot was quoted from C&B Pump Service
LLC located in Three Rivers Michigan. The private sanitary was designed for up to a 5-bedroom
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home on each lot with the basis of design shown in Figure H.14 in the appendix. With a 5bedroom home (citing Table H.11 in the appendix), the lot requires a minimum of a 1,500-gallon
septic tank. The size of the concrete riser was selected based on the recommendation from
Flohawks plumbing and septic cited in Figure H.15 in the appendix. The surface area of the
drainage field was determined from Table H.12 in the appendix from the University of Nebraska.
For a 5-bedroom home and a perc rate of 5-10mins based off the soil on our site, the required
square footage of the drainage field is 825 ft2. To find the amount of pipe needed, we designed
the field to be 25ft x 33ft, exactly hitting the required square footage.
We decided to implement a 2ft depth to our drainage field based off the recommendation
found in Figure H.16 in the appendix. Using this number, our cost to excavate is shown below:
𝐶. 𝑌 𝑡𝑜 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑜𝑡 = 825 𝑓𝑡 2 ∗ 2𝑓𝑡 = 1650 𝑓𝑡 3 ~ 61 𝐶. 𝑌.
𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑖𝑠 5𝑓𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙, 𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑 2 𝑓𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑝, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑠 12𝑓𝑡 𝑥 7𝑓𝑡
𝑆𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 7𝑓𝑡 ∗ 9𝑓𝑡 ∗ 14𝑓𝑡 = 882𝑓𝑡 3 ~ 33 𝐶. 𝑌 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑜𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑜𝑡 = 61 𝐶. 𝑌. + 33 𝐶. 𝑌. = 94 𝐶. 𝑌.
Finally, for a distribution box with 5 outlets, for perforated pipe to go the full length of
the plot on average, there is 165 L.F. of pipe per lot required.
Adding this all together, for one lot to have a well, 1,500 gallon septic tank, a concrete
riser, a 5 outlet distribution box, 94 C.Y. of excavation, 61 C.Y. of gravel fill, and 165 L.F. of
perforated clay drain pipe, the total cost per lot comes to a total of $14,977.71.
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7.5 Miscellaneous Cost Estimation
Table 7.5.1: Public Miscellaneous Estimation Summary
Public Miscellaneous
Line Number
00000011
00000012
00000013
323113150100
329333100300
329343200300
329343200800
329343202800

Description
Stop Sign
Speed Limit Sign
Street Sign
Chain Link Fence, 6' high (for pond)
Blue Cedar Evergreen Trees
Ornamental Birch Tress
Elm Trees
Canopy Willow Trees

Quantity
14
2
12
525
31
32
32
31

Unit
Ea
Ea
Ea
L.F.
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea

Unit Price Price w/ O&P
$ 375.00 $
5,250.00
$ 400.00 $
800.00
$ 295.00 $
3,540.00
$ 17.45 $
9,161.25
$ 331.60 $
10,279.60
$ 208.76 $
6,680.32
$ 529.84 $
16,954.88
$ 208.76 $
6,471.56
Total
$
59,137.61

Table 7.5.2: Private Miscellaneous Estimation Summary
Private Miscellaneous
Line Number
00000011
00000012
00000013
323113150100
329333100300
329343200300
329343200800
329343202800

Description
Stop Sign
Speed Limit Sign
Street Sign
Chain Link Fence, 6' high (for pond)
Blue Cedar Evergreen Trees
Ornamental Birch Tress
Elm Trees
Canopy Willow Trees

Quantity
14
2
12
529
13
13
14
13

Unit
Ea
Ea
Ea
L.F.
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea

Unit Price Price w/ O&P
$ 375.00 $
5,250.00
$ 400.00 $
800.00
$ 295.00 $
3,540.00
$ 17.45 $
9,231.05
$ 331.60 $
4,310.80
$ 208.76 $
2,713.88
$ 529.84 $
7,417.76
$ 208.76 $
2,713.88
Total
$
35,977.37

Summaries of the miscellaneous estimates for both the public and private layouts are
shown in Table 7.5.1 and Table 7.5.2 above. The cost codes used for the estimation are the same
for both layouts but with different quantities depending on the item. Once again, twelve-digit line
numbers reflect cost codes from RSMeans and eight-digit numbers are from other sources
referenced below. Full reports for this section generated from RSMeans can be found in Table
H.13 and Table H.14 in the appendix.
The L.F. of the retention pond fence was taken from our design in AutoCAD and differ
only slightly between layouts. Estimations for the signs were taken from trafficsigns.us
referenced below. Using Figure H.17 in the appendix, the calculations for our sign estimates are
shown below:
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𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛 = $125 (𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛) + $100 (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡) + $150 (𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) = $375 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛
(24𝑥30)𝑖𝑛2
$36
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛 =
= 5𝑓𝑡 2 ∗ 2 = $150 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛
144
𝑓𝑡
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛 = $150 (𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛) + $100 (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡) + $150 (𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) = $400 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛 =

(6𝑥36)𝑖𝑛2
$30
= 1.5𝑓𝑡 2 ∗ 2 = $45 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛
144
𝑓𝑡

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛 = $45 (𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛) + $100 (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡) + $150 (𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) = $295 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛
Four different types of trees were required on each lot per the local ordinance described
in section 9 of the report. The types of trees selected include Blue Cedar Evergreen, Ornamental
Birch, Elm, and Canopy Willow Trees. The cost for the public layout is greater than the private’s
estimate due to the more trees required with the more parcels on the public layout.
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8. Analysis of Alternatives
Table 8.1: Total Public & Private Estimation Summary

Public
Private
Earthwork
$ 66,648.43 $
66,061.25
Transportation
$ 842,756.34 $ 834,843.81
Stormwater/Utilities $ 3,980,085.54 $ 1,398,628.73
Miscellaneous
$ 59,137.61 $
35,977.37
Total
$ 4,948,627.92 $ 2,335,511.16
Table 8.2 Breakdown of the estimate into cost per parcel

Total Cost

Number
of Parcels

Average
Parcel Size

Public Layout

$ 4,948,628

116

0.25 Acres

$

42,661

Private Layout

$ 2,335,511

43

0.75 Acres

$

54,314

Cost Per Parcel

Though the private layout appears to be the obvious choice to make given that it is less
than half the cost of the public layout, Table 8.2 above factors in the amount of parcels we are
able to create in each layout. Looking at this, we can see that the average cost per parcel is about
$12,000 less than the private lot.
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Table 8.3 Decision matrix

Public

Private

Weight

Weighted
Public

Weighted
Private

Cost Per Parcel

4

3

50%

2

1.5

Constructability

2

4

20%

0.4

0.8

Potential
for Expansion

5

3

20%

1

0.6

Sustainability

3

3

10%

0.3

0.3

3.7

3.2

Total

Shown in Table 8.3, our decision matrix scores each item in the far-left column on a scale
of 1 to 5. Each item is weighted based on the needs of our developer. The cost per parcel was
given a weight of 50% as this was the main reason for our analysis. Both the constructability and
potential for expansion were given a weight of 20% as these both pertain to the future needs of
our developer. Sustainability rounds out the rest of the weight at 10%, as with any good design,
this is a crucial thing to consider.
The cost per parcel’s scores are based on the numbers totaled in Table 8.2. For
constructability, the scores were based on the theoretical difficulty of construction for both
layouts, with the major factor being the mile-long construction required on Red Arrow Hwy for
the public lot. Two items were considered for the potential for expansion scores. First the public
layout allowed for two access points to the neighboring 100-acre lot while the private only
allowed for one. Most importantly, in the event that the developer decided for another public
layout on the 100-acre lot, the cost for this would be minimal per parcel compared to the public
layout for this project since the utility lines would already be right next door. This would also be
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cheaper compared to a future private layout on the 100-acre lot per parcel. Finally, both the
public and private layout received equal scores for sustainability. They both meet the current
needs of the area while in their own unique ways (described in section 9) do not prevent the
needs of future generations to be met.
Adding up all the scores and factoring the weights allocated, we get our final engineering
design recommendation being the Public Layout.
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9. Elements of Sustainability
As engineers, we have an ethical obligation to include elements of sustainability in all our
designs. According to ASCE Cannon 1, “engineers shall hold paramount the safety, health and
welfare of the public and shall strive to comply with the principles of sustainable development in
the performance of their professional duties”. Therefore, elements of sustainability have been
considered and designed for in both site layouts. First, we considered the potential for future
expansion to the east of the parcel. This will minimize future demolition and material waste as
we have left open land within the right of way for expansion. This undeveloped land will remain
green space until further expansion is necessary.
The Antwerp Township Zoning Ordinance specifies location and minimum requirements
for plants within the right if way and on the properties. Important zoning ordinance references
are found in Appendix A. Following the requirements of section 12.1.F of the Antwerp
Township Zoning Ordinance we have added a canopy tree between the right of way and street on
each parcel. According to section 12.1.E we cannot plant more than 30% of the same species of
trees or shrubs on the development. Following Table 12-7 of the Antwerp Township Zoning
Ordinance, we have used a variety of trees at the specified minimum calipers and heights. Each
tree has been drawn into the site layout with a caliper of 5ft for better visualization on the
AutoCAD drawing but should follow the table when installed by the developer.
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Table 9.1 Minimum Plant Size at Installation
Table 9.1 Minimum Plant Size at Installation

Along with the addition of trees and shrubs along the right of way, we have added trees
into the design surrounding the retention pond based on section 12.1.J of the Antwerp Township
Zoning Ordinance. For the sidewalks, roadways, and driveway, we suggested using recycled
concrete aggregate for the subbases. By using recycled aggregate, the amount of concrete being
landfilled is greatly reduced. This also helps to reduce the economic impact of the project.
Lastly, we have designed for rolled curbs which minimizes the amount of demolition needed
when driveways are added.
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10.0 Summary and Conclusions
Two proposed layouts for a 40-acre parcel of land in Antwerp Township have been
designed. Leaving access points on each layout for the possibility of future expansion was
suggested and applied. The public utilities layout was designed for 116 parcels whereas the
private layout was designed for 43 parcels. Each layout includes two cul-de-sacs, a retention
pond, and two through streets. Following roadway and zoning requirements, the layout was
created. Water resources was used to design a retention pond for each layout and storm pipe
sizing for the public layout. Lastly, cost estimates were created to better determine which
alternative would maximize profits to the owner. In analyzing our alternatives, we have
concluded that the public utilities layout would yield the greatest profit to the developer.
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Appendix A: Final Layout Drawings
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Appendix B: Zoning and City Ordinances
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Figure B1 Zoning Ordinance Vegetation Requirements
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Figure B2 Zoning Ordinance Vegetation Requirements Continued
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Figure B3 Zoning Ordinance Vegetation Requirements Continued
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Land
The ratio of depth to width of any parcel created by the division,
Division 3.2.E.1 combination or boundary line adjustment shall not exceed a four to one
ratio exclusive of road easement or road right-of-way
Ordinance
Land
On a corner lot, as defined by the Zoning Ordinance, the depth to width
Division 3.2.E.2
ratio shall be determined according to the narrowest frontage
Ordinance
All parcels resulting from a land division or boundary line adjustment shall be
Land
required to have frontage on an improved public road under the jurisdiction
Division
3.2.A
of the VBCRC or an approved private road as described herein in order to be
Ordinance
considered ―accessible
Land
Division
5.7.C Corner lots shall have extra width to permit required minimum front yard
Ordinance
building setbacks from both streets.
Street trees of a variety and size in accordance with the standards adopted by
Land
the Township may be planted between the street curb and sidewalk. The
Division
5.9.12
location of street trees shall be approved by the Van Buren County Road
Ordinance
Commission so as not to interfere with clear vision areas.
In all zoning districts, no lot or parcel shall be created whose depth exceeds
Zoning
four times its width, unless the parcel (whether it is the remaining parcel or
3.7.A
Ordinance
not) is over 10 acres in area; unless it is approved according to the
requirements of the Township Land Division and Subdivision Ordinance.
In the case of lots abutting cul-de-sac streets, the minimum required lot
Zoning
width shall be measured at the required front setback distance for buildings
3.8
Ordinance
and structures. Cul-de-sac lots shall have a minimum width of 40 feet at the
front lot line
Area Computation. The minimum area of the site condominium unit shall be
equivalent to the minimum lot area and lot width requirements for the
Zoning
development district where the project is located. Areas within a public or
3.24.D
Ordinance
private road right-of-way or equivalent easement or dedication shall not be
included in the calculation of minimum condominium lot area or
determination of dwelling density for a site.
Table B1 Parcel Layout Design Requirements

Land
Division
Ordinance
Land
Division
Ordinance
Land
Division
Ordinance

5.1.B.2 Local or minor streets: Such streets shall be so arranged as to discourage
their use by through traffic.
The arrangement of streets shall provide for the continuation of streets
5.1.B.3 from adjoining areas into new subdivisions, unless otherwise required by
the Van Buren County Road Commission.
Where adjoining areas are not subdivided, the arrangement of streets in
new subdivisions shall be extended to the boundary line of the tract to
make provision for the future projection of streets into adjacent areas.
5.1.B.4
Stub streets shall terminate within a temporary easement of adequate
design to allow for temporary construction of a turnaround which can
accommodate service and emergency vehicles.
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Land
Division
Ordinance

5.1.B.5

Land
Division
Ordinance

5.1.B.9

Land
Division
Ordinance

5.1.C.2

Land
Division
Ordinance

5.1.C.3

Land
Division
Ordinance
Land
Division
Ordinance
Land
Division
Ordinance
Land
Division
Ordinance
Land
Division
Ordinance
Land
Division
Ordinance

5.1.C.4

Subdivisions shall be designed so that there will be more than a single
means of access to the lots therein. This shall be accomplished through
connection to streets in adjoining subdivisions; providing stub streets for
future extension into subdivisions of adjacent property that can be
reasonably expected to connect to the public street system; provision of
an additional means of access for emergency vehicles only; or other
means of providing more than one access
Cul-de-sac and dead-end streets: A dead-end street system with only one
access to the public street system, including cul-de-sac streets, shall not
be more than 600 feet in length cumulatively. No individual cul-de-sac
street shall be longer than 600 feet, measured along the center line from
the center point of the intersection at the beginning of the cul-de-sac
street to the center point of the cul-de-sac.
Street gradients: a. Maximum Grades: Street grades shall not exceed five
percent on either local streets or collector streets. b. Minimum Grades:
No street grade shall be less than 0.5 percent.
Street alignment: a. Horizontal Alignment: When street lines deflect from
each other by more than 10 degrees in alignment, the centerlines shall be
connected by a curve with a minimum radius of 500 feet for arterial
streets, 300 feet for collector streets and 150 feet for local or minor
streets. Between reverse curves, on minor streets, there shall be a
minimum tangent distance of 100 feet, and on collector and arterial
streets, 200 feet. b. Vertical Alignment: Minimum sight distances shall be
200 feet for minor streets and 300 feet for collector streets, or the
requirements of the VBCRC, whichever is more restrictive.
Cul-de-sac streets shall terminate with an adequate turnaround with a
minimum radius of 75 feet for right-of way and 50 feet for pavement, or
the requirements of the VBCRC, whichever is more restrictive.

5.2.A

Angle of intersection Streets shall intersect at 90 degrees or closely
thereto and in no case at less than 80 degrees.

5.2.B

Sight triangles: Minimum clear sight distance at all minor street
intersections shall meet VBCRC requirements.

5.2.C

Number of streets: No more than two streets shall cross at any one
intersection.

5.2.D

T" intersections: Except on arterials and certain collector streets, "T"
intersections shall be used where practical.
Paved and curbed approach. All new public and private road connections
to existing paved public roads under the jurisdiction of the Township,
VBCRC or Michigan Department of Transportation shall be paved and

5.2.F
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shall have curbs meeting the specifications of the agency with jurisdiction
over the existing road.
Land
Division
Ordinance
Land
Division
Ordinance
Land
Division
Ordinance

5.3.B

5.6.A

5.6.B

Sidewalks: Sufficient rights-of-way shall be provided so that sidewalks
may be installed on both sides of all streets.
Arrangements: A block shall be so designed as to provide two tiers of
lots, except where lots back onto an arterial street, natural feature or
subdivision boundary.
Blocks shall not be less than 500 feet long, measured from the
centerlines of the intersecting streets.
The maximum length allowed for residential blocks shall be 1,320 feet,
measured from the centerlines of the intersecting streets.

Land
Division
Ordinance

5.6.C

VBT Eng
Standards

Residential and industrial subdivision streets shall be surfaced with
bituminous pavement or Portland cement concrete pavement, curbed
VII.A.1 with Portland cement concrete curb and gutter sections, and provided
with enclosed storm drainage systems and shall be approved by the
township Engineer.

Table B2 Road Design Requirements
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VBT Eng
Standards

III.A.1.d

VBT Eng
Standards

III.A.1.e

VBT Eng
Standards

III.A.1.g

VBT Eng
Standards

III.A.1.h

VBT Eng
Standards

III.A.1.j

VBT Eng
Standards

III.A.1.p

VBT Eng
Standards

III.A.1.q

VBT Eng
Standards

III.A.1.r

VBT Eng
Standards

III.A.1.v

VBT Eng
Standards

III.A.2.a.i

Ten inch diameter mains are not allowed
Water mains shall be placed on the west side or north side of the road to
the extent possible. Mains shall be placed according to the typical cross
sections shown in Appendix B. The following is a summary of the spacing
requirements: i. 60-foot wide right-of-way 8 feet inside right-of-way ii. 86foot wide right-of-way 10 feet inside right-of-way iii. 120-foot wide rightof-way 22 feet inside right-of-way
Water mains in new developments shall be installed from boundary to
boundary in abutting roads and interior streets. Water main stubs shall be
provided to property lines at locations designated by the township
engineer for future extension. Water main stubs shall terminate with a
hydrant, followed by a gate valve in well
Wherever possible water main shall be constructed outside of paved
parking areas, streets, and drives. Sand or other porous material
approved by the township Engineer shall be required full depth of
trenches that are within three feet of all streets, alleys, existing driveways
and sidewalks, and all parking areas (public or private).
Provide six feet of minimum cover below proposed ground surface at
water main location. Provide seven feet of minimum cover below
proposed ground surface when proposed water main is within 32 feet of
centerline on section line roads, or within 19 feet of centerline on 1/4 line
roads.
A minimum of 18 inches of vertical clearance shall be provided between
either the water main or service and any other underground utility as
measured from outside of pipe to outside of pipe. In general, water mains
should cross over top of sanitary sewer utilities.
A minimum of ten feet of horizontal separation shall be provided
between water mains and sanitary sewer lines, storm sewer lines, or
other water mains. This is measured from outside of pipe to outside of
pipe and should be shown on the plans.
The maximum length of dead-end mains are as follows: i. 450 feet for 8inch mains. ii. 1,000 feet for 12-inch mains.
All public water mains must be located in an easement or public right-ofway. The easement descriptions shall include hydrants and extend a
minimum of six feet beyond the hydrant on any lead. Standard easement
forms are in Appendix A. The minimum easement width shall be 12 feet
for the permanent easement and 20 feet for the construction easement.
The submittal of the easement will be required prior to township
scheduling a preconstruction meeting.
Gate valve spacing is regulated by providing the following provisions: i. in
the event of a breakage: a) No more than 24 single family units will lose
service
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VBT Eng
No more than four valves shall have to be closed to isolate the break.
III.A.2.a.ii
Standards
Where possible, three valves should isolate the break.
VBT Eng
III.A.2.a.iii
Standards
There shall be valves on tees feeding dead end mains.
VBT Eng
On line valve spacing shall be a maximum of 800 feet (500 feet in
III.A.2.a.iv
Standards
commercial and industrial zoned districts).
VBT Eng
Gate valves shall generally be placed near tees to isolate sections of mains
III.A.2.a.vi
Standards
as noted above.
VBT Eng
Gate valves shall be located so they will not be in the sidewalk or in
III.A.2.b
Standards
driveways
VBT Eng
Valves in wells and hydrants shall be placed on all dead end mains for
III.A.2.e
Standards
future extension.
VBT Eng
Generally, hydrants are to be placed five feet behind the curb on the north
III.A.3.d
Standards
side or west side of the road.
VBT Eng
III.A.3.e
Standards
Hydrants are to be located at least ten feet from driveways.
Detached single and two-family dwelling unit buildings and
buildings less than 5,000 square feet that have moderate to light fire
VBT Eng
III.A.3.g loading: Hydrants shall be placed so that no part of any buildings is
Standards
more than 500 feet from a hydrant. This distance shall be measured
along the shortest feasible exterior route for laying fire hose.
Sanitary sewers shall be placed on the east side or south side of the road
to the extent possible. Sewers shall be placed according to the typical
VBT Eng
cross sections shown in Appendix B. The following is a summary of the
IV.A.2.f
Standards
spacing requirements: i. 60-foot wide right-of-way 2 feet outside right-ofway ii. 86-foot wide right-of-way 9 feet inside right-of-way iii. 120-foot
wide right-of-way 12 feet inside right-of-way
VBT Eng
Sewers shall be constructed outside of paved parking areas, streets, and
IV.A.2.h
Standards
drives wherever possible.
VBT Eng
Stubs for future extensions shall be provided to the property lines at
IV.A.2.i
Standards
locations designated by the township Engineer.
VBT Eng
IV.A.3.f
Standards
Minimum size for public sanitary sewer shall be ten inches in diameter.
Unless otherwise approved, no sanitary sewer shall have less than six feet
VBT Eng
IV.A.3.m of cover. In general, sanitary sewers shall have a minimum of eight feet of
Standards
cover below finished road surface grade.
Unless otherwise approved, the top of any sanitary sewer shall be at least
VBT Eng
IV.A.3.n ten feet below finished grade elevation at the building setback line of each
Standards
fronting property which the sewer is designed to serve.
Sanitary sewers and services should cross other utilities, including storm
VBT Eng
IV.A.3.p sewer, water, gas, and electric, with a minimum of 18 inches of clearance
Standards
measured from outside of pipe to outside of pipe.
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VBT Eng
Standards
VBT Eng
Standards
VBT Eng
Standards

IV.A.4.a

IV.A.4.c
IV.A.4.d

VBT Eng
Standards

V.A.1.a

VBT Eng
Standards

V.A.1.b

VBT Eng
Standards
VBT Eng
Standards

V.A.2.g
V.A.2.h

VBT Eng
Standards

V.A.3.a

VBT Eng
Standards

V.A.3.b

VBT Eng
Standards

V.A.3.d

VBT Eng
Standards

V.A.3.e

VBT Eng
Standards

V.A.3.f

Manholes shall generally be placed at maximum intervals of 400 feet and
at every change of grade, alignment, pipe size, and at each junction of
sewers. Manholes must be placed in locations accessible by sewer cleaning
equipment.
Manholes shall not be located in drives or approaches.
Generally, manholes shall be located on lot lines.
An underground drainage system will be required. All run-off generated
on-site, and all run-off from off-site, must be accommodated for and
discharged in a controlled manner.
In streets. Storm sewers shall be placed on the east side or south side of
the road to the extent possible. Sewers shall be placed according to the
typical cross sections shown in Appendix B. The following is a summary of
the spacing requirements: i. 60-foot wide right-of-way 8 feet inside rightof-way ii. 86-foot wide right-of-way 16 feet inside right-of-way iii. 120-foot
wide right-of-way 22 feet inside right-of-way
The minimum size for storm sewer is 12 inches in diameter.
The minimum cover for storm sewer shall be 2.5 feet. Cover should be at
least four feet wherever possible.
The maximum distance between manholes must not exceed 300 feet for
36-inch diameter conduits and smaller, and 100 additional feet for every 1foot of diameter for closed conduits over 36 inches in diameter. Maximum
distance shall not exceed 500 feet.
All structures must be a minimum of four feet deep.
Manholes are to be located at: i. All changes in alignment. ii. Points where
the size of the sewer changes. iii. Points where the grade of the sewer
changes. iv. Junctions of sewer lines. v. Street intersections or other points
where catch basins or inlets are to be connected.
All manholes shall be a minimum of 48 inches in diameter.
Catch basins are to be located as follows: i. All low points in gutters and
swales. ii. Upstream of street intersections (at or ahead of the spring point
of street returns where possible). When drainage is required to go around
a corner, a maximum distance of 150 feet between the high point and
the corner catch basin is allowed. iii. Maximum intervals of 400 feet
along a continuous slope. iv. Upstream of driveways where possible. v.
Generally, the flows to be accommodated shall not exceed the intake
capacity of the cover. Catch basin cover capacities shall be determined by
assuming a value of 0.011 cfs per square inch of opening.
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VBT Eng
Standards

V.A.3.g

Catch basins with an inlet pipe shall have a minimum diameter of 48
inches.

Table B3 Utility Design Requirements

Table B4 Landscaping Design Requirements
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Appendix C: Pavement Design

67

Figure C1 Equivalent Single Axel Load Equation
Table C1 Reliability Levels

Table C2 Standard Normal Deviate
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Table C3 Resilient Modulus for Types of Soil

Table C4 Static k Value for Soil Types
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Figure C2 AASHTO Required Structural Number Equation

Figure C3 Design Structural Number Equations
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Table C5 Required Structural Number Calculations for Public Utility Neighborhood

Table C6 Required Structural Number Calculations for Private Utility Neighborhood
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Figure C4 Concrete Curb Dimensions
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Appendix D: Pavement Markings, Signage, and ADA Requirments

73

Figure D1 Speed Limit Sign Requirements
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Figure D2 Speed Limit Sign Requirements Continued
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Table 4.4.1

Figure C3 Intersection Requirements
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Figure C4 MDOT Curb Ramp Opening Requirement

Figure C5 MDOT Curb Ramp Opening Requirement Continued
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Figure C6 Stop Sign Requirements
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Appendix E: Stormwater Design Requirements

79

Figure E.1 Stormwater Design Standards
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Table E.1 Storm Pipe Sizing Criteria
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Figure E.2 County Watershed Map
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Figure E.3 Soils Stormwater Design Standards
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Figure E.4 Design Infiltration Rates

84

Figure E.5 Runoff Calculation Standards
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Figure E.6 Runoff Calculation Standards
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Figure E.7 Runoff Calculation Standards
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Figure E.8 Nomograph Flow Standards
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Figure E.8 Zone Storm Durations
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Figure E.9 Retention Pond Design Requirements
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Figure E.10 Retention Pond Design Requirements
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Appendix F: Retention Pond and Storm Water Piping Calculations

92

SCS Method Based on a 24-hr, 100-yr storm:
(Appendix E Provides Requirements)

Predeveloped Land Calculations:
Table F.1

Surface Runoff
Rainfall
Curve Number
Potential Maximum Retention After
Runoff Begins
Peak Runoff Rate
K = 238.6 constant reflecting shape of the
unit hydrograph including unit conversion
factors
Drainage Area
Surface Runoff
Time-of-Concentration
Flow Length
Potential Max Retention
Slope in Percent
Peak Discharge
Area
Time-to-Peak

– Predeveloped Site

Predeveloped Site
Variable Units
Q
in
P 100yr,
24 hr (in)
in
CN
S
Qv

K
A
Q
Tc
L
S
Y
qp
A
Q
tp

Values
1.92
6.25
58

in
cfs

7.24
12.32

sq. mi.
in

238.6
0.0625
1.92

hr
ft
in
cfs
mi^2
in
hr

Equations
Q = ((P-0.2S)^2)/(P+0.8S)

2.79
2442
7.24
0.5
12.32
0.0625
1
2.46

S = 1000/CN - 10
Qv = 238.6AQTc^-0.82

Tc =
(L^0.8(S+1)^0.7)/1140Y^0.5

tp = 484AQ/qp
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Private Layout Calculations:
Table F.2

Surface Runoff
Rainfall

– Private Site Layout

Private Site Layout
Variable Units
Q
in
P 100yr,
24 hr (in)
in

Curve Number
Potential Maximum Retention After Runoff
Begins
Peak Runoff Rate
K = 238.6 constant reflecting shape of the unit
hydrograph including unit conversion factors
Drainage Area
Surface Runoff

CN

Time-of-Concentration
Flow Length
Potential Max Retention
Slope in Percent
Peak Discharge
Area

Tc
L
S
Y
qp
A
Q
tp

Time-to-Peak

S
Qv
K
A
Q

in
cfs

Values
Equations
3.12 Q = ((P-0.2S)^2)/(P+0.8S)
6.25
71

Avg. =
(69*37.05)+(98*2.95)/40

4.06
27.97

S = 1000/CN - 10
Qv = 238.6AQTc^-0.82

238.6
sq. mi. 0.0625
in
3.12
hr
ft
in
cfs
mi^2
in
hr

Tc =
1.86 (L^0.8(S+1)^0.7)/1140Y^0.5
2442
4.06
0.5
26.54
0.0625
1
1.08 tp = 484AQ/qp
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Public Layout Calculations:
Table F.3

Surface Runoff
Rainfall

– Public Site Layout

Public Site
Variable Units
Q
in
P 100yr,
24 hr (in)
in

Curve Number
Potential Maximum Retention After
Runoff Begins
Peak Runoff Rate
K = 238.6 constant reflecting shape of the
unit hydrograph including unit conversion
factors
Drainage Area
Surface Runoff

CN

Time-of-Concentration
Flow Length
Potential Max Retention
Slope in Percent
Peak Discharge
Area

Tc
L
S
Y
qp
A
Q
tp

Time-to-Peak

S
Qv

K
A
Q

Values
3.68

Equations
Q = ((P-0.2S)^2)/(P+0.8S)

6.25
77

Avg. =
(75*36.85)+(98*3.15)/40

in
cfs

3.02
36.02

S = 1000/CN - 10
Qv = 238.6AQTc^-0.82

sq. mi.
in

238.6
0.0625
3.68

hr
ft
in
cfs
mi^2
in
hr

1.66
2442
3.02
0.5
35.76
0.0625
1
0.84

Tc =
(L^0.8(S+1)^0.7)/1140Y^0.5

tp = 484AQ/qp
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Retention Pond Volume Calculations:
A series of three right triangles were placed within the storm hydrograph in order to calculate the
green highlighted area under the curve as shown in Figures 6.1.2 & 6.1.3.

Private Layout:
Triangle 1 = (1/2) * 1.37 * 12 = 8.22 cfs*hr
Triangle 2 = (1/2) * (27.97 – 12) * (1.08 – 0.54) = 4.31 cfs*hr
Triangle 3 = (1/2) * (27.97 – 12) * (1.94 - 1.08) = 6.87 cfs*hr
Total Area = 8.22 + 4.31 + 6.87 = 19.4 cfs*hr
Storage Volume of Pond, Vs = 19.4 cfs*hr * 3600 s = 69,836 𝒇𝒕𝟑
𝑉

Infiltration Area = 𝑖∗ 𝑠𝑡 ∗ 12
𝑑

𝑖𝑛

69,836 𝑓𝑡 3

= 0.52∗72 ℎ𝑟 ∗ 12
𝑓𝑡

𝑖𝑛
𝑓𝑡

= 22,383 𝑓𝑡 2

Public Layout:
Triangle 1 = (1/2) * 11 * (1.60 – 0.34) = 6.93 cfs*hr
Triangle 2 = (1/2) * (0.84 – 0.34) * (36.02 – 11.17) = 6.26 cfs*hr
Triangle 3 = (1/2) * (1.60 – 0.84) * (36.02 – 11.89) = 9.12 cfs*hr
Total Area = 6.93 + 6.26 + 9.12 = 22.32 cfs*hr
Storage Volume of Pond, Vs = 22.32 cfs*hr * 3600 s = 80,336 𝒇𝒕𝟑
𝑉

Infiltration Area = 𝑖∗ 𝑠𝑡 ∗ 12
𝑑

𝑖𝑛

=
𝑓𝑡

80,336 𝑓𝑡 3
0.52∗72 ℎ𝑟

∗ 12

𝑖𝑛
𝑓𝑡

= 25,748 𝑓𝑡 2

Retention Pond Sizing Calculations:
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Private Retention Pond:
Known Information:
V = 69,836 ft3

Figure ….

Figure ….
1

ℎ

- :
4 𝑥
𝑎

1

4

6′
𝑥

1

: 4x = 6’ : x = 24’

𝑏

- = x : a – b =2x : a – b = 2(24’) : a = 48’ + b
2 2

1

V = 3 (𝑎2 + 𝑎𝑏 + 𝑏 2 )h : V = 662 + 288b +4608 : 69,836 ft3 (required) = 662 + 288b + 4608
b = 83’ and a = 131’

Public Retention Pond:
97

Known Information:
V = 80,336 ft3

Figure ….

Figure …
ℎ

V = 3 (𝑎𝑏 + 𝑐𝑑 + (𝑎𝑑 + 𝑏𝑐)/2)
1

80,336 ft3 (required) < 3 (90 ∗ 170 + 66 ∗ 146 + (90 ∗ 146 + 170 ∗ 66)/2) = 80,632 ft3

Drainpipe Sizing Calculations:
98

2

Manning’s Equation: Q =

1

1.49∗A∗𝑅 3 ∗𝑆 2
𝑛

Private Layout:
Known Information:
Discharge (𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑞 ) = 27.97 cfs
Manning’s Coe. (n) = 0.015
Slope (S) = 0.12 ft/ft
Calculate A & R values:
Select Pipe Size = 21”
Radius (r) = (21”/2)/12” = 0.875 ft
Height of Fill (h) = 2*0.875 ft -1 = 0.75 ft
phi = 2*cos-1(((0.875 ft -0.75 ft)/0.875 ft)) = 2.86 rad
Wetted Area (A) = 3.14*0.875 ft2 – 0.875 ft2 * (2.86 rad – sin(2.86 rad))/2 = 1.42 ft2
Wetted Perimeter (P) = (2*3.14*0.875 ft) – (0.875 ft * 2.86 rad) = 2.99 ft
Hydraulic Radius (R) = 1.42 ft2 / 2.99 ft = 0.47 ft

2

Q=

1

1.49∗1.42∗0.473 ∗0.122
0.015

= 29.68 cfs > 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 27.97 cfs

Public Layout:
Known Information:
99

Discharge (𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑞 ) = 36.02 cfs
Manning’s Coe. (n) = 0.015
Slope (S) = 0.17 ft/ft
Calculate A & R values:
Select Pipe Size = 24”
Radius (r) = (24”/2)/12” = 1 ft
Height of Fill (h) = 2*1 ft -1 = 1 ft
phi = 2*cos-1(((1 ft - 1 ft)/1 ft)) = 3.14 rad
Wetted Area (A) = 3.14*1 ft2 – 1 ft2 * (3.14 rad – sin(3.14 rad))/2 = 1.57 ft2
Wetted Perimeter (P) = (2*3.14*1 ft) – (1 ft * 3.14 rad) = 3.14 ft
Hydraulic Radius (R) = 1.57 ft2 / 3.14 ft = 0.5 ft

2

Q=

1

1.49∗1.42∗0.473 ∗0.122
0.015

= 40.49 cfs > 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 36.02 cfs
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Appendix G: Water and Sanitary

101

Figure G.1 Sanitary Main Pipe Sizing

102

Figure G.2 Sanitary Main Pipe Sizing Requirements

103

Table G.1 Water Main Pipe Sizing

Figure G.3 Water Main Sizing Requirements for Fire Flow
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Appendix H: Cost Estimation

105

Figure H.1: 2005 Well Record for Soil Boring Log

106

Figure H.2: 200 HP Bulldozer Spec used for Retension Pond Excavation

107

108

109

110

Table H.1: RSMeans Public Earthwork Estimation Report

Table H.2: RSMeans Private Earthwork Estimation Report

1

Table H.3: RSMeans Public Transportation Estimation Report

1

Table H.4: RSMeans Private Transportation Estimation Report

2

3

Figure H.3: 125 HP Roller used for Soil Compaction

1

2

Figure H.4: Source to Determine 5 Passes for Soil Compaction

3

Figure H.5: 125 HP Roller Spec used for Asphalt Compaction Estimation

4

5

Table H.5: RSMeans Public Water Estimation Report

Table H.6: RSMeans Public Sanitary Estimation Report

1

Table H.7: RSMeans Public Storm System Estimation Report

2

Table H.8: RSMeans Paw Paw Connection Estimation Report

3

Figure H.6 shows the fire hydrant quote from Longs Peak Water District

Figure H.7 shows the gate valve estimate from Fairfax County’s 2022 Unit Price Sheet

Figure H.8 shows the water and sanitary house connect estimate, as well and the sanitary manhole estimate from the City of
Rockville’s standard price sheet 2010

1

Figure H.9 shows the catch basin estimate from Fairfax County’s 2022 Unit Price Sheet

Figure H.10 shows the end of the public water line in Paw Paw. The hydrant on the left side of the image marks the end water
line.

Figure H.11 shows the end of the public sanitary in Paw Paw. The manhole in the center of the road marks the end of the line.

2

Figure H.12 shows the calculated distance of water pipe needed to reach our site

Figure H.13 shows the calculated distance of sanitary pipe needed to reach our site

3

Table H.9: RSMeans Private Storm Estimation Report

Table H.10: RSMeans Private Utilities Estimation Report

1

Figure H.14 shows the basis of design for our private sanitary system for each lot
Table H.11 shows the size of septic tank required for a home based on the number of bedrooms

Figure H.15 shows the basis of our selection of the concrete riser from Flohawks
Table H.12 shows the required SF for a drainage field based on perc rate and number of rooms

1

Figure H.16 explains the typical depth of a drain field on a lot

2

Table H.13: RSMeans Public Miscellaneous Estimation Report

Table H.14: RSMeans Private Miscellaneous Estimation Report

1

Figure H.17 shows the basis of our sign estimations

